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A Mechanism Design for Privacy-Preserving Computation

on Shared Data

Saffija Kasem-Madani1

Abstract: In times of surveillance and data retention, sharing information often comes together with
privacy concerns. However, information sharing has benefits, e.g. sharing log files for including the
knowledge gained from a broader view for security analysis, or sharing healthcare data for the use in
studies for improving medical treatments. We present an information sharing framework design that
meets both privacy and utility requirements of the information sharing parties. We utilize homomor-
phic encryption and show how it can be used for offline data analysis.
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1 Introduction

When information is shared among multiple parties, the interests of the data holders in

keeping cleartexts confidential for privacy collide with the interests of the data receiver in

maximal utility.

Consider the following application scenario: Data holders want to share log files ( e.g.,

see [SY04]) with a centralized analysis entity, called data analyzer. The data holders are

interested in the results of the analysis the analysis entity performs. The analysis entity

profits from collecting log files from multiple sources because it gives him a broader view

on the field, e.g. a business area.

On the other hand, data holders want to keep their data confidential. One reason is the

privacy of the data owners. This contradicts the data analyzer’s interest in data utility.

In this work, we assume that the data holders and the data analyzer formulated a compro-

mise between the need of privacy and utility, i.e. a privacy-utility trade-off, in contracts

called policies. A policy consists of conditions the exchanged data has to fulfill in order

to meet all utility options that meet both the analyzer’s and the holders’ requirements.

Utility options formulated in a policy may include the ability to calculate overall sums of

numerical data for statistical analysis, or disclosing IP addresses in a log file under certain

conditions, or checking equality of encrypted data. The conditions stated in a policy must

be selected very carefully to ensure that the privacy of the data owners stays preserved.

For a formulation of such policies, we refer to [KMM15].

Before sharing the data with the analyzer, the data holder must transform the data such

that it will meet the policy. We call the result of such a transformation data appearance.

Depending on the use case and the sensitivity of the data under consideration, the selection
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of the provided utility still must keep so many information confidential that an attacker is

not be able to use the utility properties of the data appearances for information linkage and

correlation attacks with the help of external information.

One approach that can be used is homomorphic encryption. In homomorphic encryption,

the cleartext data p1, p2 are encrypted with an encryption mechanism E to E(p1),E(p2).
E ensures that certain operations can be performed on E(p1),E(p2) and are equivalent to

operating on the plaintexts p1 and p2. I.e., E(p1) ∗E(p2) = E(p1 + p2) for appropriate

operations ∗ and +. Note that the result of the encrypted computation is encrypted.

In the application scenario described above, the data holder would use a homomorphic

encryption mechanism to encrypt the cleartext content of the log files to data appearances.

After receiving the data appearances, the analyzer performs the agreed operations on the

data for analysis. To check the operation results, the analyzer needs to decrypt them. This

usually requires knowledge of the secret (private) key. However, having access to the pri-

vate key enables the data analyzer to decrypt the content of the data appearance and hence,

violating the privacy of the data owners.

To overcome the described problem, we present a mechanism that ensures that only results

of allowed computations can be disclosed (i.e. decrypted) to the analyzer. We describe

the parties of the mechanism and the design assumptions made for ensuring the privacy

preservation of the shared data. The mechanism utilizes Paillier, a public-key probabilistic

homomorphic encryption scheme [Pa99]. With the prospected upcoming improvement of

homomorphic encryption schemes3, we aim at providing feasible solution for its use for

privacy preserving information sharing.

2 Description of the Mechanism

We describe the stakeholder of the mechanism, how they receive the data and metadata,

and privacy-preserving decryption of results of operations performed on the Paillier en-

crypted data.

2.1 Stakeholders

For privacy-preserving information sharing for data analysis, we consider a mechanism

that consists of the data holders, the data analyzer, the activator, the private-key holder, the

preprocessor, and the decryptor. The stakeholders ensure that no single party gains more

information than stated in the privacy-utility policy. The stakeholders of the mechanism

are described as follows:

• The data holder has full access to plaintext data. His purpose is to share the data

with the analyzer. He creates data appearances of Paillier-encrypted data. There can

be multiple data holders.

• The data analyzer receives the data appearances from the data holders. He performs

operations over the encrypted data contained in the collected data appearances.

3 See e.g. the HEAT project https://heat-project.eu/
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• The preprocessor holds the public keys necessary for completing the operations

instead of the analyzer. This limits the types of operations the analyzer can perform.

• The activator has the main part in ensuring that only analysis results are disclosed

to the analyzer. For this purpose, he checks for the validity of the encrypted results

against a database of all hash values of encrypted components of data appearances.

If the results are valid, he activates the decryption process.

• The private-key holder holds all private keys of all data appearances for the de-

cryption process. The private keys are bound to certain data rather than being bound

to a subject.

• The decryptor decrypts the encrypted operation results and sends them to the ana-

lyzer.

2.2 Preparation and distribution of data

After stating the policy, i.e. agreeing on the utility that the content of the data appear-

ances of a data holder has to fulfill, the data holder initiates the data sharing process. He

sends the data appearance D and and identifier id to the analyzer, enabling it to perform

analysis operations as stated in the policy. The identifier id is used later to identify the

correct public and private key for the decryption steps. Depending on the utility conditions

stated in the policy, it may necessary to use more than one key pair. In this case, the data

holder defines an order of the keys and assigns each key pair one hash value as follows:

the first key pair is assigned the hash value h(id). The second pair is assigned the hashed

hash h(h(id)), the third pair is assigned h(h(h(id))), and so on. We refer to an i−th hash

hi(hi−1(· · ·h2(h1(id)))) with hi(id).
After generating the data appearance according to the policy, the data holder sends it to

the analyzer. The analyzer can perform analysis operations on the data appearances.

The data holder computes hashes h(d) for each encrypted item in the data appearance D

and a hash value of the appearance’s identifier, h(id). D contains m encrypted items. Then

he sends the set of hashes {(h(id),h(di)|i ∈ {1, ...,m})} to the activator. If multiple key

pairs are used, h(id) is altered with the corresponding hash value.

Then, the data holder sends the set of all the private keys together with the correspond-

ing hashed identifiers {(kpriv,i,hashi(id))|i ≥ 0} to the key holder. The private-key holder

identifies the correct keys and send them to the decryptor for decryption.

Then, the data holder sends all public keys together with the hashed identifiers to the pre-

processor, as described for the private keys. I.e., the preprocessor receives a set

{(kpub,i,hashi(id))|i ≥ 0}. The preprocessor can now perform the preprocessing of the

encrypted operation results received by the data analyzer.

Note that the keys are bound to certain data, not to subjects. If multiple data holders are

involved in an information sharing action, they may agree on using the same keys for en-

crypting certain values for allowing the analysis of aggregated data from multiple sources.

After the data distribution, each of the stakeholders is prepared for taking part in the de-

cryption process without further interaction with the data holder.
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2.3 Data analysis

In this work, we are considering data that is encrypted with the Paillier cryptosystem. Be-

ing partially homomorphic, it is possible to perform homomorphic additions of ciphertexts.

The public key is required for calculating the correct modulus of the added or multiplied

ciphertexts. When the public key is given, it is possible to multiply and add a cleartext to

an encrypted value. We omit the mathematical explanations here and refer to the original

reference [Pa99].

2.4 Decryption of the operation results

The data analyzer perform the analysis operation op on some d ⊂ D, yielding enc′(op(d)),
where enc(op(d)) = enc′(op(d))modn2, n is one component of the public key. After per-

forming the required operations on the encrypted data, the analyzer wants to know the

cleartext values of the results for interpretation and further processing. In order to com-

plete the calculation, he requests the preprocessor for applying the correct modulus cal-

culation. For this, he sends a request that contains the partially calculated result and the

hashed identifier for the public key {enc′(op(d)),h(id)}. With this, he initiates the con-

ditional decryption process. I.e. the operation result will be decrypted if the data analyzer

can show that he is not requesting for the decryption of data appearance content.

Once the preprocessor has received the request for preprocessing, he selects the correct

public key, calculates the modulus and applies it to enc′(op(d)) with the result enc(op(d)).
Then he requests the activator for decryption. For this, he sends a message that con-

tains the encrypted result of the operation together with the hashed identifier of the key

{enc(op(d)),h(id)}.

The activator checks whether the hashed value of enc(op(d)) is in the database. If this

holds, he sends a ”FIN” message to the preprocessor, denying the possibility of decryp-

tion. The preprocessor sends the ”FIN” message to the analyzer.

If the activator finds no matching entry in the database, he assumes that enc(op(d)) is an

encrypted operation result and not contained in the data appearance. This can be assumed

due to the use of Paillier, a probabilistic encryption scheme.

The activator then creates randomly selected nonce n and sends it to the analyzer. The

activator sends one message that contains h(id) and the nonce n to the private-key holder,

and one message {enc(op(d)),n} to the decryptor.

On receiving {n,h(id)}, the private-key holder selects the private key that corresponds to

h(id) and sends it together with the nonce n to the decryptor. The decryptor receives the

key, identifies it as belonging to enc(op(d)) using the nonce and decrypts the analysis re-

sult. The decryptor then sends the decrypted analysis result op(d) together with the nonce

n to the data analyzer.

2.5 Security assumptions and analysis

In the mechanism, we assume the honest-but-curious adversarial model [PMB]. I.e., we

assume that the attacker is curious about knowing the cleartexts of messages she sees,
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but follows defined protocols and would not break any security mechanisms. Further, we

assume that the activator would not collaborate with the private-key holder to decrypt the

data. Nor would he send the hashed identifiers to the decryptor to let him reconstruct which

key has been used for a certain dataset. We also assume that the neither the activator nor

the private-key holder would collaborate with the data analyzer to decrypt components of

data appearances. As a result, the activator would neither learn the analysis results nor the

cleartexts of the data appearances content. Due to the use of nonces that do not depend

on the data indices, i.e. the hash values, for addressing the decryption part of the process,

the decryptor would neither be able to learn to which dataset a decrypted analysis result

belongs, nor would he be able to map an already received key to a future ciphertext for

decryption. If he would store each private key he receives and collaborates with the data

analyzer for disallowed decryption, he would be, at most, enabled to perform a brute-force

attack on data items using all the keys.

We assume that the analyzer is not able to perform misused operations on the data. With

misused operations, we mean adding constants homomorphically to the encrypted data. In

Paillier cryptosystems, this requires access to the public key. Due to the probabilistic prop-

erty of the Paillier cryptosystem, the activator would identify such forged ciphertexts as

results of valid computation and, hence, activate the decryption process. Once the analyzer

has received the decrypted result, he would get the cleartext data by subtracting the previ-

ously homomorphically added constant. In order to prevent the analyzer from performing

misused operations, the public key is not made accessible to him. Instead, we introduced

the preprocessor who holds the public keys and is assumed not to collaborate with the

analyzer for misuse operations.

Assuming the honest-but-curious adversarial model in the current mechanism design may

not be suitable for very sensitive use cases. To serve more stringent adversarial models,

the tasks of the stakeholders may be redistributed based on secure multiparty computa-

tion schemes [Go98]. This would ensure that an attacker cannot successfully misuse the

mechanism to gain disallowed information unless all parties actively collaborate with him.

3 Related Work

Homomorphic encryption schemes are a well-studied field [RSA78] [Pa99] [Ge09]. Per-

forming operations on encrypted data for privacy preservation is an actual research field.

Mechanisms for machine learning [GLN13] [Bo15] and recommending [Er12] on en-

crypted data have been presented. Mechanisms for secure multiparty computations [Go98]

are widely used and have been adapted to threshold homomorphic encryption [CDN01].

4 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented the design of a mechanism for privacy-preserving decryption of data analysis

results on homomorphically encrypted data. We described the stakeholders and their ca-

pabilities, explained the roles of each stakeholder, how he data and metadata is distributed

and how the mechanism performs a privacy-preserving decryption. We performed a brief
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security analysis. In order to weaken the trust assumptions made, new parties and a secret

sharing mechanism [Sh79] may be used.

Implementing and evaluating the mechanism would show the real-world applicability

of our mechanism. One may investigate the applicability of the mechanism for differ-

ent homomorphic encryption mechanisms. The use of threshold homomorphic encryp-

tion [CDN01] may lead to a simplified mechanism for data analysis. However, the design

of practicable threshold homomorphic encryption is still an open research problem.
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